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FIRST PERSON PRONOUNS IN ARABIC IN THE LIGHT OF
ARABIC AND HAMITO-SEMITIC DIALECTOLOGY
Whereas in classical studies on Semitic pronouns (cf. BnocrelMANN 1908, BlnrH 19l3)
dialectal Arabic forms of pronouns that cannot be traced back to Classical Arabic have
been used for comparison with other Semitic languages as well as for the reconstruction
of Proto-Semitic, in later studies (e.g. Cesrnlltt¡o 1962, Anpuso 1977, FlscHen, JRsrnow
1980) dialectal variants have been overtly or tacitly considered as innovations in spite of

the fact that some of them are recorded very earlyl. In this article a revision of thc
traditional approach is undertaken with the use not only of Semitic but also of Berber,
Cushitic, Egyptian and Chadic comparative data. One of the principal assumptions is that
Proto-semitic and Proto-Hamito-Semitic were composed of dialects with frequently
contradictory isoglosses and that in the Proto-Semitic period the Semitic languages
constituted a morc or less regular dialect continuum (cf. Znsonsru l99l).
For Proto-Hamitosemitic it is possible to reconstruct first person singular variants
(cf. Znaonsrr, forthcoming, D¡¡ronorp 1988,72) as:

* 'An-'A, * 'An-li * ten-tl
* 'an-d-k-u, * 'an-d-k-i
It is highly possible that originally there was case distinction so that variants with -i
were used as dependent (oblique) pronouns, cf. *'on-ll*'a'n'î and -¿-i. As is well
known, Classical Arabic lacks not only variants with -t- (existing in Akkadian, Hebrew
etc. in Semitic, in Berber *anakkw > Tuareg ndk and in Egyptianin-/r reconstructed as
*'anãku > Coptic anok)but also variants with -i (found e.g. in Hebrew and in Cushitic) and -rr (found in Cushitic and therefore only provisionally considered as going back
to Proto-Hamito-Semitic). It has been usually taken for granted (but cf. Joüox-Munnorn
1991, l2}-l2l) that Hebrew 'anî is an innovation due to the influencc of the suffìxed
first person singular -nr but 'øni is found also in Cushitic languages, where it can be
traced back to Ploto-Cushitic (ZABoRSrt 1989). Moreover, if there is any suspicion of
analogy of any kind, Hebrew (and Canaanite in general) 'anõki, which also has final -i,
should be taken into consideration as well. There is an obvious parallelism between the
first-person independent and suffixed pronouns but there is no compelling reason to consider it a result of analogy and not evidence of their common origin. At least both hypotheses are equally justified as working hypotheses. Most probably Proto-Chadic had at
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least * )øni as an independent first person singular (cf. Dot coeolsrlv 1988, 209, who
reconstructs it as the only Proto-Hamito-Semitic form and ZnsoRsKI forthcoming) and the
status ofEgyptian "dependent" pronouns, among which the first person singular is wj,
shows an intermediate stage between independent functioning and suffixation. Though

* ,azi is not found in Classical Arabic and it is not mentioned by Mediaeval Arab grammarians (who, beyond any doubt, do not mention a lot of details which certainly did
occur in different dialects in their times), nevertheless it is found at least in the following
contemporary dialects:
I

.

ANI is found in some dialects of the $a' dah region (BeHltsrED

1987, 64 and 163),

in 'Aneze in the Syrian desert and in a part of Hõrãn together wilh 'anq (BnnrH l9l3'
4-5), in Egypt in the Easrern Delta (BeHr.rsrEDr, wolDlcH 1985-1988, pa;rt 2, 143), in
Farafra and in West Dakhla (BEHNsrEDr, Wolo¡cs 1985-1988, paft 3, vol. 2,327).
2. ANI is found in Syrian Desert Beduin (Cnxrunnu 1936,70 cf. Bnnrg 4-5) and in
some Northern Israel Beduin dialects (RoseNHouse 1984, 79), in the dialect of il-

'Awãm¡a of East Sarqiyya in Egypt (Wolotctt 1979,87).
3. ÃNI is found in Iraq (Banrn 1913,4;ERw¡N 1963,271: BIRNc 1964), in some
Northern Israel Beduin dialects (RosenHouse 1984,79), in Bahraini dialects (QensHeu
1977, l5g), in Libya (Mnnçnrs 1977,189), transcribed as ãni in Kairuan, susa,
Monastir and Takruna in Tunisia (SINGER 1984,250).
The final -¿7i has been considered as a case of imala (i,e. ani has been interpreted
going
back to alleged *ane < 'ãna) by Cnt¡t¡¡le¡ru (op.cit.) but it has to be pointed
as
out that there are dialects with imota in the third and second persons singular but w i t hout imala in the first person, e.g. Damascus húwe,híye but nna (FlSCuen &
J¡rsrnow 1980, 80): BiSmizzin huwwí, hiyyibut 'ana (and nihnal). There are dialects

with øni etc, and n o imdla in the pronouns at all, e'g. Iraqi 'ani bú huwwa,
hiyya,inta etc. (Enwrr.l 1963,271); Northern Israel Beduin dialects have 'arri but
'inta, huwwa, hiyyq etc. (Rosenrg¡¡- 1982, 40), Libyan Tripoli ane but inta,
huwwa,lrdyya (ElnlroURY 1976, 95), Marãzig 'õni but 'irrfa though there is first
person plural hnê (FtscHsn & Jnsrnow 1980,256) while in some dialects wc do have
imdla, e.g. Lebanese za\le huwwe, hiyyi etc, and äne (Ft.Etscu 1974, 66, cf. also
other Lebanese dialects on p. 207); Aleppo huwe,hiye and'ättü, na{rne (Senutlt
1980, 68); HÕrãn åÍye (but húwal) and ani (Canrrxnnu 1946); Omani huwwe,
lriyye and ane (Pnocnnzxn 198 l, 42), Mardin häwc, hîye but, ana (hsrnow 1979'
42). ln one Egyptian Sa.ldi dialect there is 'ani,'inti (masc. sing. sic!) in contrast
with inra, infey (fem.sing.) in contrast with inli b:ut humnta without imõla (Kttl.'
LAFALLAH 1969,76). It is interesting that probably the number of dialects having ane
with any kind of phonetic -e (e,8. $an'ã 'anã'- Rossl 1939, l9) is rather limited
though this may be illusionary because of the problems of phonological or phonemic
interpretation, especially in cases of pre-phonological transcriptions. There is Tunis ãrlo
wilh hûwæ,ltlyci etc. (srncen 1984, 250) but Yemeni ane (QnnsHen 1992, 179) occurs with enle, huwwa, humma but also hne! All of this indicates that although
imãla could certainly contribute to the change (and/or petrification of older forms witlt d ?) of the lirst person, nevertheless only hypothetically can it be considered the s o I e
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Retention of an archaic variant going

back to Proto-Semitic *'ani in s o m e dialects cannot

be excluded. Reinterpretation

of

the original (i.e. not due to imala) 'ani could facilitate the spread of imãla elsewhere.
Some dialecrs of Arabic e.g. that of Yemen (cf. PnocHnzKA 1987, 65-66; Gnnet{N4¡r.t

1979,59 D¡elt l973,68,79iRosst 1937,263-4;F¡scHeR&JAsrRow 1980, ll2)andin
the Lower Gulf (Holss 1990, I 60 speaking of uneducated speakers) have 'ani as a feminine variant ofthe first person singular. This can be easily accepted, as it generally is, as
an innovation since we do not find any distinction ofgender in the first person elsewhere.

But the usual explanation of the origin of this innovation as due to analogy wtth ant-l
"you" (fem. sing.) is, perhaps, partially a simplification. A better explanation would be
that an originally free or stylistic genderless variant *'an-l has been reinterpreted by
analogy with 'ønr-l as feminine. It is probably significant that the first person feminine
singular occurs in dialects (the southern part of the Arabian Peninsula) which are in con-

tact with dialects which have only one genderless 'anil 'anil 'ani in the first Person
singular.

*'anili

variant(s) in prehistorical Arabic presented here obviously can be challenged but in my opinion it should be taken into consideration in future
The hypothesis about

research.

As far as the fìrst person plural is concemed, it is usually taken for granted that there is no
direct relation (except the fìrst person singular prefix na- of the prefix conjugation in
Vy'estern dialects of Arabic which is considered to be an innovation) between the first
person singulal and the first person of plural, though F¡-e,¡scll (1990,

l0-l l) did not reject

such a possibility, indicating that in Berber the first person plural is morphologically
connected with the first person singular and that such a connection, i,e. the first person
plural being originally the first person singular p I u s plural marker, could not be
excluded. As a matter of fact, the second and third persons plural are based on singular
forms p I u s plural marker in Semitic, Berber, Cushitic, Egyptian and perhaps also in

Chadic (see Z¡sonsrl forthcoming), Proto-Berber (see Pnnssr 1972, 179-181, who reconstructs Proto-Berber fir.st person singular as *anakkw and lìrst person plural as
*anakkw-ani; cf. Znnonsrt forthcoming) leaves no doubt that indeed it i.s composed of
thc singular form p I u s plural marker. Actually there is a possibility of reconstructing at
least one Proto-Hamito-Se¡nitic variant as * 'an-ã-k-nql* 'a¡t-ã-k-nu > *( 'a)n-a-þ-nalu
> 'an-aþ-na/u due to spirantization of lW alter l-al at the end of the syllable.
For Proto-Semitic Dlnro¡lol.r (1988, 72) reconstrucls *na-þnalu and *'ana-hnalu
while carlier (see Bnocx¡t,MANN 1908, 299 following UNcNno; cf. BanlH 1913, 5 and
note 6) only *nihnu was reconstructed for Proto-Semitic following Akkadian (a)ninul
(a)nënul(a)nini, though vo¡¡ Soost¡ 1952,41and GeLs 1969, 177-178 say that /þ/ influenced the change from *naþnu lo *nênu, nînu in Akkadian while GeLs says also
that >Thc intrusive å cannot be explaincd> and reconstructs *'en-nunu for ProtoAkkadian with a question mark. Elsewhere Gnln (1969, 177) accepts also a first person
singular *annaku with geminated -nn-, reconstructed by him from the later Assyrian
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'annuku. The original -å-, possibly going back to *-&- < -t-, vanished very early in
some Hamito-Semitic languages since it does not occur in Egyptian, where we frnd j-n-n

(reconstructedas*anínuor*janann(a)ljanan by Keuvenzell l99l,20l,cf. SarzlncER 1991, l2l, 127) going back to *'VnVn <*'VnnVn <*'VnllVn or rather to
* 'VnVnn < * 'VnVhn, cf. Coptic anon. Cf . also later Semitic '-n-n, e,g, Babylonian
Talmudic Aramaic and Mandaic (BnnrH 1913,6).
In several Arabic dialects we find forms with -na, e.g. naþna is registered eady in
Christian Arabic (Blnu 1966, 134) and by lbn $aldün (Nöt-oarc inDMG 38,420) and
today it occurs e.g. in the region of Oran and in Libya (Mnnçxs 1977,189), in Benghazi
(PnNerra 1943, 123), in Damascus (Bnnru 1913,7), in the dialect of the Negev
Bedouins (Bt-rNc l97l). Blnu (op.cit.) says that this form presumably originated by
adjustment to the pronominal suffix -nã @f . NöLnsrr 1904, 27, note 6). There is,
however, a question of relative chronology not only in A¡abic but in Semitic and probably
also in Hamito-Semitic in general. Since there is na- in the first person plural of the
prefix conjugation nobody denies that there is a genetic connection between the prefix, the
suffix and a part of the independent ('a)nøhnV.It is better to assume that originally there
was both -n-a and -n-u since we also have prefixed na-. Therefore it is highly
probable that Arabic dialects having forms like naþna-, neþna, niþna (cf. Pnocnezrn
1918,66) i.e. with final -a retain an archaism, as was already suggested by Bnnru
(1913,7). Actually among Arabic dialects Classical Arabic is exceptional in having -r,
and though this is alsocertainly an archaism (cf. Hebrew noþnul'anaþnú), itdoes not
exclude the existence of other archaisms in other dialects. E.g. in Christian and Jewish
Baghdadi dialects (But¡c 1964, 60) there is zifra (possibly already in Christian Arabic
of the lirst millennium-cf. B¡.nu 1966, 134), also in some $a'dah dialects (BeuNsreor
1987,66), in Da!Îna, in some Gulf dialects (Qensueu 1977,159), in Mardin neþne (but
cf, näþan in BRocxeu',tnn¡¡ 1908,299, Bnnrn 1913,7, h) explained by Jnsrnow (1978,
130) as going back to nihnd though Jnsrnow accepts only a secondary analogical
influence of -na; in Sudanese Sukriyya there is niþna (Rutcnn¡urr¡ 1983, 102), in Benghazi there is also n¡?¿a (Owens 1984, 9l).

In a number of dialects we have forms without initial na-, e.E. ihnalehna widein Muslim Baghdadi (Enwrn 1963,271), Jordan, Palestine, Palmyra,

spread at least

Southern Lebanon, Hauran, Khabura, several Saudi Dialects (PRocrrAzKA 1988, 125
hin, and åinø), some $a'dah, Vy'estern Libyan (Elr¡rouny 1976,95), Jewish Tunisian
(D. ConnN, 1975,210-2l l), Tunis (Stxcen 1984,250) and elsewhere in the Maghreb.
According to authorities such as C¡NI¡I¡ERU, M. Cosex and D. CoHn¡1, the disappearance
of nV- is probably due to dissimilation (BnocKELMANN 1908, 299; Bnnru 1913, 7) but
D. CoHn¡¡ (1975,211) rightly suggests that since this form is widespread not only in
Arabic but also in other Semitic languages perhaps we should consider it an archaism. In
my opinion, it is an archaism limited not only to Semitic, since we have Beja henén (cf .
Syriac hnan) and also *'il¡n¡¿ and *naþnu can be reconstructed for Proto-Cushitic
(Zaeonsrct 1989 and forthcoming). The disappearance of n- could be due to dissimilation
or haplology but if we compare 'ana "l" and *( 'a)na-hx@ we may assumc the possibility of a secondary morphological reinterpretation of the plural form which could con-
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tribute to *('a)na-hna > Vþna, cf. BRocKELMANN 1908, 299.
Modern Arabic dialects contain some archaisms going back to Proto-Semitic which
do not occur in one Arabic dialect, namely in Classical Arabic. This is one obvious
argument for the view represented by a number of A¡abists that Modern Arabic dialects
(though certainly n o t a I I of them) go back to ancient Pre-Islamic dialects, and in the
course of A¡ab conquests, migrations and interaction with different dialects and languages
they have been merely modified, introducing various innovations but preserving some
archaisms unknown to Classical Arabic,
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